SAVE THE DATE

September 18-21, 2019
Mexico City, Mexico

The Council of State Governments West (CSG West) offers private sector stakeholders unparalleled opportunities to engage with state lawmakers and other binational actors from the U.S. and Mexico. The Border Legislative Programs (BLPs) facilitate on-going dialogue and collaboration among state legislators from the 2,000 mile border region.

Border Legislative Academy (BLA)

Launched in 2017, the Border Legislative Academy (BLA) connects key border stakeholders and legislators within their first four years of cumulative service; strengthens the understanding of the U.S. – Mexico relationship; and supports border state legislators in becoming more effective leaders.

Border Legislative Conference (BLC)

Since its inception in 2002, the Border Legislative Conference (BLC) empowers border state legislators to engage in the binational agenda. Through joint consideration of common challenges and exchange of information, the BLC fosters the development of shared policy solutions along the border region.

Sponsor Levels

Silver Level $10,000

Complimentary Registration for 2 // Logo placement on meeting materials and website // Dinner Sponsor Recognition // Product Placement // Regional Roundup Spotlight // BLC Member Dinner Invite

Bronze Level $5,000

Complimentary registration for 2 // Logo on meeting materials & website

Quartz Level $2,500

Complimentary Registration for one // Corporate listing on meeting materials and website

Contact Edgar Ruiz, CSG West // eruiz@csg.org 916-553-4423